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PIPELINING PARTICULATE SOLID MATERIAL
AS STABLE FOAM SLURRY
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention is concerned with the transportation
of particulate solid material through a pipeline and in
particular is concerned with the transportation of coal
as a slurry in a stable foam carrier medium.
Large reserves of coal are known to exist in this country as well as others in regions which are remote from
highly populated and industrialized centers where it is
desirable to utilize the coal as fuels. Many of these remote areas where the coal reserves are located are also
arid regions where water is scarce. Various methods
including pipelining the coal in the form of slurries have
been described for transporting coal to areas of intended
use.
One of the major problems which has been recognized in the transporting of coal as slurries is that of
maintaining the coal in suspension in the carrier liquid
of the slurry.
In U.S. Pat. No. 2,672,370 there is described a method
of transporting subdivided solids such as coal suspended
in a liquid medium such as water through long distance
pipelines and an
pipeline system. In U.S. Pat.
No. 3,617,095 there is described a process of transferring bulk solids through a pipeline by pumping the
solids suspended in a pseudo-plastic fluid exhibiting
nonNewtonian viscosity properties, as exemplified by
thixotropic emulsions. In U.S. Pat. No. 3,637,263 coal is
transported through a pipeline in a form of an aqueous
slurry made up of a mixture of particulate coal and an
inorganic finely divided water insoluble solid carrier
having a specific gravity of at least 1.6. In U.S. Pat. No.
3,950,034 there is described a method of pipelining
solids by suspending the solids in a liquid containing
lamellar micelles and pumping the mixture at flow rates
predetermined to produce retroviscous behavior in the
liquid at noncryogenic temperatures.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
This invention is directed to a method of transporting
particulate solid materials through a pipeline wherein a
pumpable slurry is formed of the particulate solid mate- 45
rial in a stable foam carrier medium. The particulate
solid material is present in the stable foam in an amount
of at least 20 percent by volume based on the total
volume of the stable foam slurry and the pumpable
slurry is flowed through the pipeline.
50

gard to transporting coal in the form of a pumpable
stable foam slurry but it is to be understood that other
particulate solid material may equally well be so transported.
In accordance with this invention, particulate coal is
transported by being flowed through a pipeline in the
form of a pumpable stable foam slurry. The stable foam
which serves as a carrier medium for the particulate
coal may be formed from a liquid, usually water, gas,
and a foam stabilizing agent, such as a soap or a surfactant.
This invention provides a method of transporting a
larger volume of coal per unit volume of water by using
a stable aqueous foam carrier medium than is possible
when transporting coal as a slurry in an aqueous liquid
carrier medium. Thus, this invention provides for the
conservation of water in the transportation of coal as a
slurry through a pipeline. In addition, this invention
provides for the conservation of energy in the transporting of coal in that the pumpable foam slurry of this
invention offers less friction in flowing through a pipeline than does a liquid coal slurry and thus consumes
less energy through friction losses.
stable foams of the type described for use as wellbore
clean-out and drilling fluids and fluid loss, diverting,
and fracturing fluids are satisfactory for use as the carrying medium of the stable foam slurry of this invention.
Examples of such satisfactory foams and properties and
uses thereof are found in Paper No. SPE 4885,
mination of Laminar, Turbulent, and Transitional Foam
R o w Losses in Pipes*' by R. E. Blauer, B. J. Mitchell,
and C. A. Kohlhaas, prepared for presentation at the
44th Annual California Regional Meeting of the Society
Engineers of
in
RanC~SCO,
California, Apr. 4-5, 1975; Paper No. SPE 5003,
"Formation Fracturing With Foam" by R. E. Blauer
and C . A.
prepared for presentation at the
49th Annual Fall Meeting of the Society of petroleum
Engineers of AIME held in Houston, Texas, Oct. 6-9,
1974; U.S. Pat. No. 3,937,283 to Roland E. Blauer et al;
and U.S. Pat. No. 3,980,136 to Roy A. Plummer et al.
In SPE Paper NO. 5503, it is said that foams are dispersions of gas in a liquid with a small amount of surfactant foaming agent added. The volumetric gas content
referred to as foam quality is generally between 45%
and 85%. In SPE Paper No. 4885 foam quality is defined as the ratio of gas volume to total foam volume:
TT,P= ( V S ~ ~ J

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
where:
~ ~ p = f o aquality
m
at specified temperature and presThe drawing is a schematic view illustrating a
sure,
method of forming a pumpable stable foam slurry containing particulate solid material and transporting the 55 Vsg=volume of saturated gas, ft3, and
Vf=volume of foam, ft3. Since the gas is compresssolid material through a pipeline.
ible, temperature and pressure of the foam must be
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
specified. In the Blauer et a1 patent the foam quality
EMBODIMENTS
defined in SPE Paper 4885 is referred to as "Mitchell quality". The foam used by Blauer et a1 for
This invention is concerned with a method of trans- 60
fracturing subterranean formations has a Mitchell
porting particulate solid material through a pipeline in
quality in the range of between 0.5236 to 0.9999
the form of a stable foam slurry. The particulate solid
and preferably within the range of 0.60 to 0.85 at
material may be, for example, particulate coal particles,
the temperature and pressure conditions existing
other forms of particulate carbonaceous material, such
during treatment of the formation.
as coke, lignite and pitch, ores, and still other particu- 65
In accordance with the present invention, there is
late material which is essentially insoluble in the stable
foam used as a carrier medium. For convenience hereafprovided a method of transporting particulate solid
ter, this invention will be described primarily with rematerial, such as coal, through a pipeline wherein there
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is formed a pumpable slurry of the particulate solid
material in a stable foam carrier medium. The particulate sold material is introduced into the stable foam in
an amount of at least 20 percent by volume based on the
total volume of the stable foam slurry and preferably in 5
an amount of at least 40 percent and up to the maximum
amount that can be held by the foam without any substantial solidification thereof which maximum amount is
on the order of about 55 percent. The pumpable slurry
is then flowed through the pipeline to a designated 10
receiving point.
With reference to the drawing, a more detailed description of this invention and e m b o d i t s thereof is
given. There, a source 1of particulate material such as
particulate coal is shown connecting via a conduit 3 I5
with a conduit 5 which connects at one end thereof with
a mixer 7. A wnduit 9 for conducting liquid, such as
water therethrough, also comects with the mixer 7.
The source 1in the drawing schematically represents a
source of particulate solid material and may be, for 20
example, a-hopper or other means for feeding particulate solid mrterial into the conduit 5. The mixer 7 may
be a tank where the pcarhdate solid material and liquid
are blended together or may contain means for mixing
and blending the particulate solid material with the 25
liquid (not shown). Examples of such means include
liquid jets and mechanical stimrs A valve 11is located
in the wnduit 5 intermediate the inkmcctb of conduit
3wIththatof~uitSandthemixer7forcontrdiing
the amount of flow of pmticukte solid materid into the M
mhr.AconduitWissbownk;dingEromthemhr7

dconnectingwithapipeline15.Apump17islocued
in the conduit 13 for pumping the liquid mirture or
slurryofpprticul.tesolidxnate&Eromthe~7to
the pipeline 15. A conduit l9 for flowing a fcmming 35
agent into the conduit l3 is shownconnecting therewith
downsham of the pump 17. A conduit 21 for flowing
gasintotheconduit13issbownamnectingtherewith
do~ofthecoaaectionpoint0fthecondaitl9
with that of the conduit 13. The conduit 5 extends fi-om 40
theinttrsectionwithconduit3dcannectswiththe
conduit l3 at a point downstram of the coanection
pointoftheconduit21withth.toftheconduitl3.
LoutedinthisportionoftheconduitSisapump23and
a v . l v t 2 5 . I n t h e p i ~ I S t h a e i s s h o w n a p u m p 2 745
andapump29locateddowmtramthenof.
Inthepmcticeofthisinventionitisdesirabktousea
foam having a Mitchell quality of at least 0.5236 and
preferably of about 0.60 to about 0.85 or up to about
0.99atthetemperatureandpressureoftbepi~In50
suchafoamthedeformalionchuacteristicprovidesa
rigidityandincrersedsurfacearutlutenabksincrasedamountsofpemculrtesolidmaterkltobecarried by the foam over that which could be carried by
lower quality foam.
55
In the formingof the stable foam slurry of particulate
solid material, a first portion of the particulate solid
material is flowed through the conduit 5 and valve 11
into the mixer and there bleoded with liquid to form a
liquid slurry having a solids wntent up to about 50 60
percent by volume based upon the liquid. This liquid
slurry is conveyed by pump 17 through the pipeline 13
and a foaming agent, such as a surfactant or soap, is
flowed through the conduit 19 and into the conduit 13
where it is mixed with the liquid slurry. The foaming 65
agent is flowed into the conduit 13 in a suffrcKnt
amount to stabii the foam to be subsequently generated by the introduction of gas into the wnduit 13. Gas
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is introduced under pressure via the conduit 21 into the
conduit 13 downstream of the connection therewith of
the conduit 19 in a sufficient amount to form a stable
foam. Thereafter a second portion of the particulate
sold material is flowed through the wnduit 5, pump 23,
and valve 25 and into the conduit 13 downstream of the
wnnection therewith of the conduit 21 where it is introduced into the stable foam flowing in the conduit 13.
The amount of this second portion of particulate solid
material is sufficient to raise the total amount of the
particulate solid material in the stable foam up to an
amount within the range of about 20 to 55 percent by
volume based upon the total volume of the stable foam
slurry. In forming the liquid slurry in the mixer 7, no
more than about 50 volume percent parkdate material
based on carrier liquid can be mixed in the carrier liquid
and maintained suspended therein After forming the
stabk foam from this liquid slurry, however, further
particdate material may be added to the foam to bring
the vdume percent of particulate material based on the
total volume foam slurry up to about 55 percent.
The foam in the conduit 13 is formed at a pressure
su&cicnt for use in the pipeline 15 at the dcsircd operating pressure and temperature thereof. The pump 17 is
operated to produce foam of a quality desirably of at
least about 0.60 and at a pressure d k k n t l y high that it
may be injected into the pipeline l5. Pump 27 is then
operated to flow the f a m through the pipeline 15.
Pump29isspvxddowns&eamofpamp27atakmtk
such that the operating pnsmme is maintrined in the
pipehe15suchthattheqdityoftbefoamtbereinis
maintainaiwithintherangeof0.52to0.95ddcsirably within the range ofO.60 to 0.85.

Thesizeoftheprrtic91.tesdid.rrytcrklordparticles which are i n t r o d d into the stable foam should
vary within the range of about No. 100 to No. 325
U S A . Standard Testing Sieve mesh, that is, will jmss
throughaNo.100dsicvedberrt.inedoaaNo.
325dsievcThermo~toftheplmculntesolid
which is introduced into the stabk f a m d which may
becarriedtherebyv.ricswithinthe~geofabout2oto
55 percat by volume btsed upon tbe total volume of
thefoamslprry.
TheprCrcmdk~pidforformingthest.bkfoam
is iswhich is prefcmd because of its low cost,
radyav.ilbility,anditstendcncytoformstabkfoams
withavarietyoff~gagcntxothaliquidsmaybe
nsaf in forming the foam which include metlunol or
methanol-water mktuxs.
Thefoamingagentdtoformthefoamisseleckd
fromthegroupamsistingofsurf~tsandsoapsand
ismrmallyusedwitbintherrngeofabout0.01to1.0
weightpercentbtsedupontheweightofliquidinthe
foun. Examples of suitabk forming agents for use in
forming foams of sqneous liquids are sodium soaps,
aniaaic surfactants, m d wnionic surfactants. Foam
stddkm, such as high molecular weight organic materials or clays, may be also included in the liquid.
Any availabk gas may be used in forming the foam,
though hydrocubon gases are preferred because of
avriirbilty. Hydrocarbon gases are frequently available
at sites where w a l is mined. The gases may be recovered from the stable foam at the termination point of the
pipeline, if so desired. Other suitable gases which may
be used include nitrogen and carbon dioxide. The water, f b n g agents, and foam stabiirs may be separated and recovered at the termination point of the
pipeline as well as the gases, if so desired.
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second injection point and into said pumpable staWhat is claimed is:
ble foam slurry; and
1.A method of transporting particulate solid material
(0 pumping said pumpable stable foam slurry containthrough a pipeline, comprising:
ing said particulate solid material through said
(a) mixing a first portion of said particulate solid 5
pipeline.
material with an aqueous liquid to form a liquid
2. The method of claim 1 wherein in step (c) gas is
injected into said first conduit in an amount sufficient to
slurry thereof;
(b) pumping said liquid slurry though a first conduit;
form a pumpable stable foam slurry of a quality of at
least 52 percent, and wherein in step ( 0 said pumpable
(c) injecting into said first conduit at a first injection
10 stable foam slurry is pumped through said pipeline at a
point and into said liquid slurry a foaming agent
pressure suficient to maintain said pumpable stable
selected from the group consisting of surfactants
foam slurry at a quality of at least 52 percent.
and soaps;
3. The method of claim 2 wherein said particulate
.
solid material is c o d of a size within the range of about
(d) injecting into said first conduit at a second injecloo to 325 mesh.
tion point downstream of said first injection point
4. The method of claim 3 wherein said coal is present
and into said liquid
a gas in an amount
in said stable foam slurry in an amount within the range
cient to form a pumpable stable foam slurry;
of about 20 to 55 volume percent based on the volume
(e) injecting a second portion of said particulate solid
of said stable foam slurry.
material into said first conduit downstream of said 20
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